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ROOMY I·BDRM FURNISHED apt., utilities paid
$185,00 lno., 116 HarvardSE, Call898-1254. 03/3j

BLOC~ UNM. Fumis~ed adobe duplex, 2 or 3

ONE

warranty--$185, 296-4259,
1%9 VOLKS

bcdrf>om w/fJreplace,. w/parking. $200,00. 293·'602.
'

0
,D

.
WAGON
BUG $650.
hrghway,
Runs
well, 243·6810.

LOS~

PERSONALS

;, 1.

~----~~~==~--
Cl CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
tfn
0 Ca.'ieyOpl!cal Company. 255-8736
,S! ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
~ traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose
~94.o 111.
· o412a
;t NONSMOKER'S CLUBI897-lll31.
03124

::E

:Z... GENER:"-L
CINEMA CORP, discount movie tickets
now available, SUB Bo}( Orfice. $2.50,
03/M
~- HAIL BRITANNIA! AJ:>JD it's about ~ime we had
~ c~eap

London fares. But can you avoid the airline

0.0 np-off from there? For sensationally priced overseas

&; travel call or write: FLIGHT HUNTERS Inc.

1353

Easl 87th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11236. (212)
763·7894.
.
03/23
SPRING SPECIAL! JO·SPEED tune-up: $!1.50 plu~
parts, Perso.nal se~vtce, expert repairs, low prices plus
weekly specmls. Rtchmond Bicycle SupJ)Iy, 102 Rich-

mond NE, 266-~611, Kevin.

03/24

SCH<;LARSHIPS FOR STUDY in South America,

_NORTH PARKING Lot, blue.book bag
contammg notebooks and rain garment. Reward, call

294-6827.

0)/23

REWARD: <;OR.AL BRACELET, Lost on c-ampus.

243·5722.

03/28

LOST: NEAR PHYSICAL Plant, blue bounded lab
notebook, Please call Rick, 277-4681.
03/29
FOU~D: NOTE~OOK W/NAME Henry Salazar.
Idenury. and cla1m. See Terry Halpin, Rm. 216
Journahsm Bldg.
03/29

L~AT·MCAT REVIEW <;OUJtSES. PrePare Now,

Call PENM 842-5200. ,
., . .
tfn
EXPERTTYPINq. 266'4:;'67.
.
03/31
Q~ ~YPING SERVICE. A ·cOmplete typing and
· edllona~ sys_tem, Technical, general, leg~l, medical,
scholastic. Ch!'rts & tables, J4!i·212S,
04/29
Kll'IKO'S. TYPING SERVICE (IBM'~>electric) and
now 3-mmute Passport Photos. No appointment.

UNM s Andean Center. Information 229 Ortega
Hall, 277·26)6,
03/24

268-8515.

AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychology
Professor Sam Roll of UNM ,on the dangers of
p~ychothcrapy, Wednesday, March 29, -7~30 pm,

265·11(>1·
03/27
TYPING'ISTQUALITY. 883-7787,
tfn
GREATTYPINGI266-3953.
03/31
RO!OTJLLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates

BIOlogy Rm. 139.

03/28

SAVE THE. SEALS··Lct's stop the. brutal slaughter
of helpless babies. 883-3789.
03/29
GO_NNA BOOGIE TONITE? Ned's had dancing
untll 2 am.
·
03/23

2.

LOST&FOUND
•

available. Call Tim, 268-6510.

TYPIST.

•

tfn

04/28

IBM

Selectric.

Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298·7147.

.

03/24
HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,

~LOSE

..
TO CAMPUS, finally furnished, l·bdrm,
· ..large fenced yard, $85. 262-1751, Valley' Rentals, $JO
' fcc,
03/27

~-BDRM,

_33 BEDROOM HOUSe, wall-to-wall carpet dose-_to
ONM; nice neighborbood,
268-1637. ·· 1 .Q3J30

$30~.

;ograms.303AshNE,24J·2881.

· • . FOR SA.LE..

.

03/23

J') Moped,3222CentralSE,268·3949.

03/31

10 YEAR GUARANTEE, UNCLAIMEP·Iay·away.
Color television, brand n_ew guar•ntee.·:.No cdOwn
payment. Small monthly paymerus till balance is paid

· orf.266·5871.
03124
NO DOWN PAYMENT, one only, Tappan

,·

-

·

r2gz·
.
.'.\ t&~

• • • • • • • ;.J...N\ope~_y\ 0
3222 Central SE 268·3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Cor:n plete Sales-Service-Accessories
B rcycles-Mopeds-Vespa scooters

~.UNCLAIMED

SANSUI-i'e~;eivcr,

03124

4_
w.ay spcal\cr~. c.asseue recorder, turntable. New
rac!Ory warrantieS. Take O\'er Sll]all monthly
paymems, 268-439.3.
03124
LAY-AWAY,

·

Mont~ Vistu- NE,:(ncar UNM). · .

. .

FU~~c_fiM\)

Et.:\PLOYMENT'

FO~

..

21 Something.

23 t~~~wrong 1 "----24 Picks out
Bulba":
Gogol novel
27 Back of the
neck
2 Dwelling
29 Divests of
3 American
guns·
---------:
31 Thrust for1775-83
ward
conflict
35 Appropr1'ate 4 Athlet'Jc
37 Sulks
group
39 Fur garment 5 Boat's
40 Entrance
curved
42 In a corner
member
44 Lose one's
6 In past time
balance
7 Child's play45 Sailboat
things
47 Astute
8 Malicious
49 Suet
burning
50 Loving
9 Mariner's
52 Begins
direction
54 Sketch
10 Introduces
56 Track offiformally
rr-'ir.r-r;;-T7-11 E. Indian

Benavidez Rosary Set

The group charged that "Tim
Gallagher, editor-in-chief, and
D.M. Flynn, news editor, have in
the past, and presently continue to
· Rosaries are to be recited tonight fo~ former ASUNM senator Michael discriminate against NMPIRG in
Benavidez, 24, who died Wednesday of leukemia.
violation of the code of ethics of the
The rosaries will begin at 7 p.m. in Palm Chapel of Strong-Thorne, 1100 United States Student Press
A~sociation."
Coal SE.

255:3~67

afl~r :;i~.

d!J/..ru
.. r
Nl~ir
o)-z74

o"3)~4. _ ·

· ·

.woman,at

·

···· '

'·l)o. y 9u N'eed ' ;

~

··:>· CaSJl?

.

E arn $15.00~a Week ,
PART·TIME JOB GRADUATE >tuaent~ onlY,
·
, "" •
·.
~;~
A~lernoons apd eveningS. MIJst ·be ~able t'o work
Donate
T.nn
''lT
kl •;
Fnday and Saturday nighb..J..Ius! be 'zlyrs, old.:
• · ·.
n.~;cC~ n·ee )(:!
AFply m pmon, no phone calls please. Save-Wa~,;.:; · "";.;1_" : .• · . .', . ;... ·:
Liquor Stores ar 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mcnau1 NE· ~ .. . · . .-~.~.
.,
;~.·
Mu~tbe21.ApplyCoronadoClubKAFB.265·679J~
~ 03124

..

·:

•

.
·

EXCELLENT
MONEY-MAKING
op ..,·
PORTUNITV. Make gOod nioney part-time::.
campus representative needed for fun and ea~y 10 sell
,..product··flroV~n campus winner. Send }'our name,

"

_ '
..... ·. '

•

~

..

~

-

,

•

Pia·s·lll· a '·
;

·

.

stamped envelope to: Fantasy Productions
Inc,, 23 Stone Ave., Ashland, Ma. 0\721.
03/27
I~STRUCTORS FOR THE fo!lowiJig! Arts lk
<r:~f1.~. ballet, tap & exercise, yoga, poucry, guitar
and ~Jgn·langw.tge, $3.00/hr. YWCA .247-K841. 03127

Join the

.• ,

·::

~~

<,.,

oddrc.~s. rhone, school, year of graduation and ~elf·
addrc.~se~

A funeral prayer service will be held Saturday for Benavidez, with
Mayor ])avid Rusk delivering the eulogy, at !0 p.m. at St. Charles
Borromeo Catholic Church, or at Mount Calvary Cemetery where he will
be interred.
Benavidez was on Rusk's staff at the time of his death.

B'1.o·o
,.: d ·~~·,:
c;-, -

.
•· 03 )) 1.SUMMER JOBS. CORONADO Club Snack ,Bar,\

.,...

Dqitor center

:- ..

8 ani. to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

Mike Benavidez, former
ASUNM Senator.

NMPIRG also charged the two
editors "have proven unable to
maintain a reasonable degree of
accuracy in the publication." The
charges were made by a majority of
the PIRG executive board.

Gallagher said he and the news
At UNM, Benavidez received the "most distinguished student" award editor have not decided whether to
and was the first chairman of the Office of Research and Consumer respond to the allegations.
Affairs.
He served as chief lobbyist for the Associated Students ofUNM and was
The PIRG charges include that
a member of the Student Health Advisory Board of the Student Health the LOBO has made "a purposeful
Center.
effort to encourage students to get a
refund (of the $2 per semester
Benavidez was a candidate for the ASUNM presidency in 1976. He was PIRG fee), tha.t LOBO editorials
also listed for two years in "Who's Who Among Students in American criticizing PIRG were not factual,
and that the LOBO does not
Colleges and Universities."
He had been admitted to the UNM School of Medicine but turned down provide enough coverage of PIRG's
activities.
the acceptance because of his illness, Rusk said.

''On Oct. 3 the LOBO ran a front
page story on the marijuana
decriminalization initiative. That
effort was jointly sponsored by
NMNORML and NMPIRG.
However, in that article and all
subsequent ones it was not stated
that PIRG was a partner in the
campaign, nor was PIRG's name
even mentioned in any but one of
the articles."
Also, "On February 1 PIRG
submitted the final results of our
12-month market basket survey.
More than a week later no article
had apeared. On Feb. I 0 our
director submitted a letter to the
editor complaining of the inaction.
Fourteen days later a six column
inch article was printed. Our letter
to the editor was never printed,"
the charges state.

The editors have until March 30
to reply in writing to the charges.
At that time the Publications Board
will decide whether the charges
warrant a hearing.

The editors' terms expire April
14, 1978.

Smoke-In Held at Consul

842-6991

59 Towering UNITED Feature Synd' t
62 ---'easter
tea e
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
64 Chili con

65 With haste:
Archaic
67 Dot-dash
1
sys em: 2
70 words
Dlvi ne food
71 Give off
72 Made w'ith
effort
73 Artificial
741mre ---.-:
Hunganan
hero
75 Skelton and
Grange
DOWN

'
hom~·.'or

bu:;mcss. Call Mark at ALPHA Systems,
TODAY.
COU PLE WHO PURCHASED .Papa San
al292-0523
.
,. • .,.. ., · ·'

EMPLOY:MENT. ·. ' c-;: .

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDRD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Common
vetch
5 Maori warclub wood
9 Cook's accessory
14 Biblical son
15 "Pri
____..nee
16 Rig evidence
.
agamst
HE.
Stratemeyer
heroes: 2
words
19 Belief
20 Peaceful as

(B.L27

SOLAR POWER, G.E.D. produm for

contac~_T:_d

The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group asked that the
UNM Stu(ient Publications Board
remove the LOBO editor and news
editor at the board's meeting
Wednesday .

Rusk to Give Eulogy

doe~

bl!ndhcmf>.
computerized bunonholing and
hundreds of fancy stitch~s. Rcgill.arlf $s{>o,OO nOw

'·• ..>. '~pataco
~o~y·~hop,:Start $2.65/~r,....,'pply lit pe(son .. •
·: .Donot·cai!,.Dalaco,Lo!f1.i1'&-tJniversity.Avt:i·03124

·PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessorlos,'

Friday, March 24, 1978

AU~O PLA
~ERSllbostcr5~
CLEAROUT'-.._- ~.:a'tSclte•.B·'t[-~C~,· ~.
., ....
A_M~FM.
po~er_
_,_sp.eakers·. ·-.Craig; So!l9·0,.-, t:;;::;;:;:~':;·:;:;;;;:;:;;:::;:;;;::;;;::;;;:~il
,Pu,m~r, ctt:>-1~·~0:-!'ler C!!nt off•.Hl~Fi Houser 301-l.. .
. ,···

t,~~~o~~:.s.c~;o't~;d:~~~n~";:~~ii~~.'~~~!i 6~"

~UliHn

•••••
• • • •.--..
• • ••

::':':·::":'~~:.::...::..=::.:::::.::::..:.:·::..:::::..:~8~

·~~art, ~mall,

2-BATH, DE-N·FP. San Maleo/lndian

"

CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER trips $99.00 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner 3)
roam ~.:om ron pad, 4) any size mauress with 5·year
,
$
~gtua~r~anfrtcfe~;~9~9.~00~.f3~~0~7~C~en~tr~a21N~E~',~2~55~·2§2~89~.~0~4/~~
.
TOP of the L'1ne. Sligi1Jiy·u·sed
SINGER
FUl'URA
bt~t sli Jl un d er warranty. Pu~h bull on bobbin"winder

Ha~
$150.00ca511, Call296~5115.

•

DAILY

FLIGHTS

MJSCELLANEOU

8

SPEAKERS CLEAROUT-·Ncw, demos, used, tall,
large, loud, soft- ESS, Jennings, Allee,
Pioneer,
JVL,
Advent,
etc-, Bargains! ·Hi-Fi House,
J()JI
Monte
VIsta
NE, (ncarUNM).
03124

- 0S:'icl~1o;'ioi'il,;'i$3~00~·;;8:;:8~1-5~2;-;64:;;a~f=te;;r5~.::-::=-:-.....,.,_,f·0'.!_
/~23. 3

CHARTER

o~/24

lloc'iiS'TI)I;;;JiA'U::<:::O:::=:--o:-:c-~0~3/'Ij_27
YA~~HA XS 6 50·8 7,000 mi, blue. excellent
~'ec.
condi!Lon, Leaving town, musl sell $1 ISO orB 0
242-1119,
'
o.i;i9

rcvJsJon, research. 281-3001.
03/24
microwave touchmatic, browning clement, memory.
.
_
03/24
TYPING 243·5117,
03/28
TUTPRI~G AVAIL;\BLE TO minority and male ':'J)IAL·O·MATIC ZIGZAG· SEWING machine. Has
monogram. darns, ·rancy pallerns.whhoiu
studems m pre-nursmg course requirements, Call .
2507.
03/28 _attachments. $5 per month or $24 cash. 2 684 ) 93 •

PEUGEOT

I N.T ~RNATIONAL

avmlable! Eurallpasscs, travel information a! lTC
255·68309am.6pm 1

Bob 265-4054, 265-3225.
03/28
MIC:HEUN TIRES, all Under $5. Expert bicycle
repaus. In shop use of tools and instruclion available.
Albuquerque ~ike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room
117,8
265-5170.
' OJ/Z
J%9 vw BUG R b 'I
·
344 8384
• e u1 I cngn1e, sunroof, dept.:ndable.
.
·
03/28
HANG
Jcad1n8
d
1 CIRRUS
d
·
GLIDER,
3, 140· Bag, applied
$500. 836-0134
e ges, after
twerte
5:30 or
strut.~.
weekends,
excellent condition,
03124

~ou.~e

~tiS-4394.

"
FOUND: SET OF KEYS on UNM Bookstore .'iteps--

south entrance. Check ,in their office.

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND wrhing assistance.

NE_E_D

FIND YOURSELF jn the Peace Corps 'ortega 233

277-5907.

tfn

PROFESSIONAL

Sunroof~ 30 03128
MPG

PI RG Executives
Demand Remova·t
Of LOBO Editors

New Mexaco

TRAVEL
_ _ _..:;_::,::.,::.:._::::~-.:...-----

· B_LOCKS TO UNM, 3-bdr_m house, fenced yai-d,
kJd.s, pets, $14.5. 262-17511 Vall)l Rentals, $30
.
03/27

SERVICES

3 •.

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY,
$143.00 mo., 1710 Coal Pl. SE. Call898-1254. 03/31
WANTED: TO RENT--I front room in C-1 or CR2
?r shop close to Univer5i\y on Smurdays only
for anoque clothing shop, Contact: 266-5485. 03/24
I-BDR~. (_UNIQ~E), N~AR UNM, fireplace, no
pets, uubues pard, semt-furnr'shed, $. 185 •00 , 262-_
0014.
03127
"' paid
WALK TO CLASS, J.b-drm house • all ut 1'1r't 1'•s
$70 1 kid$, pels, 262RI7.Sl, Valley Rentals, $ 30 fee,
•

;;z.! /'/7(

7•

03127

TUNE UPS $10 S
.
'
' el dwell, timing, plug &RP, curb.

03/24
UTILITIES paid,

0

,_

$69 cash. 266·5871,
03/24
1975 HONDA· en 360, Excellent condition 1800
miles. New bilttery, $650/besl offer, 262·0014, '03127
GE POTSCRUBBER DJSHWASHER--st'ill U!ldcr

4. HOUSING

Classlfleda

~

P~~T·TIME CASHIER and counter belp. Start
tm_mmuro wage $2.6$. Weekends and/or evenings,
Will tram. Frontier Restaurant. Call Pe!e, ~66-0.SSO,
03/24

RED KIRBY VACUUM cleaner, wit)l attachments.
New warrant)'. Commercial motor, $S monthly or

'DRESSMAKING. MEN'S CLOTHES. Alterations.
262-0868,
03/28

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

making. "We told him that they
By NICKI KARST
(the Mexican government) were
LOBO Staff Writer
Dancing, singing and passing murdering people," he said .
"We will stay here and protest ,
joints, members of. several prountil
the Consul shows up tO talk to
marijuana organizations and their
us,"
said Donovan. She said that ~
· concerned friends gathered in front
the
U.S.
State Dept. had given $40
of the Mexican Consulate Thursday
million
along with planes and
morning to protest the spraying of
TilE:
herbicides on the marijuana fields helicopters to spray the paraguat on
an extensive area of marijlfana
in Mexico.
The Consulate is closed until fields. The herbicide can cause birth '
Monday for the Easter holiday but defects and irreparable lung
protcstoers said that they plan to damage, she said:
Alex Kaplan of NORML, said
maintain a 24 hour vigil at least
,~
this
protest would help to bring the
until Sunday night.
Andy Donovan of the New issue into the focus of the public.
Mexico Marijuana Coalition along "The Counsul could send a
PAI\AQUAT
with representatives from Chapter message to Mexico to have them
the
spraying,"
he
said.
stop
one and the Yippies said they had
"They have the right to destroy t
an appointment with Consul Juan
Barona at 10 a.m. Thursday. the pot but not to spray it with
Donovan said they had talked to poison,'' he said, ''this is essentially
~
the Consul on Wednesday and were chemical warfare."
One of the protestors said that he
~~
told that their appointment had
,,
had
t\drvob
frhiends.
whod
had
..
been
.
.
,
been for the 16th.
Cabin Lance, the representative affecte y t e pot sane manJuana •
LOBO photo by Ray Denonvllle
from the Yippies, said that Barona and that one of them was being •
Membem of several pro-marijuana groups and friends protest the spraying of herbicides on
threatened to call the police because treated in BCMC.
(cont. on page 6")
Mexican
marijuana fields. The groups staged a "f$,moke-in" Thursday in fromt of the Mexican Conof the accusations they were

rtr££

H£r'!Lf·

It's
VIP
12 P_rophetlc

41 Going
unsteadily

13 ~~~.Ol! in a 4::i ~~~gyance
prof!t .
46 According
18 t:~evltahze a
to
t1re
48 Sl'
22 Buddy,
lit~ght quan25 Animals 51 Was in
galt
2El ·
.
operation
28 Endmg
Mls~s: Dial.
53
Inquiry
for 55 Females
octo or rum 57 Finished
30 Stender
58 Orchestra
Stf!lks
group ,
32 Dnve or
59 Scot cap5
putt· 2
·
words
~~ ~f::sf:~~--33 Noted.
Cantrell
essay1st
631talla capital
34 Part of a
66 Negative
corp
vote
35 Quick
36 Run out of ~~ ~'tY:fo a ship
gear
1
38 Chairs
enc osure

r, r

NOT

Your
FutUre

'

•

.•.ulate in Albuquerque.

Psychic Ability Uses
Probed by Lecture, Course
•

Our officer program. representative will be conducting interviews at the placement center on March 28 and 29. Sign up now for a personal interview.
The Navy: An Equal Opportunity Emplyer

By CHRIS LOVE
LOBO Staff Writer
Is there ni·e after death? A
spokesman for a group called
Astro-Soul, said all pe,1ple are
energy,
neither created or
destroyed." People can change
form but, do not truly die," Ranuy
Brauer said.
The Astro·Soul spokesman ~aid a
free lecture being held at the
Albuquerque National Bank
building, 4401 Central NE, tonight
at 8 p.m. would delve into the fifth
dimension and the unconscious
mind.
Brauer said the fifth dimension is
'
"the dimension of intelligent or
clear energy."
/
The lecture will ,cover life arter
LOBO pholo byW.T. Hunt
death, reincarnation, psychic
Randy Braver, spokesman for an Albuquerque group called communicr.rion, as well as practical
Astra- Soul.

'

applications of psychic ahilities,
B1 auer .said. He said it will deal in
the concepts relating to the
unknown.
Brauer said there are four
questions asked by almost every
person. They are, who am I; where
did I come from; why am I h~re;
where am ! going?
"We help people find the answers to those' questions," Brauer
said, "Astra, by definition, means
unlimited. We are trying to help
people discern their true ,.,~dings
and recognize the fact that the: are
unlimited beings."
Brauer said all people possess the
ahillties of extra-sensory perception
(ESP) but some people have learned
to use it to a higher degree than
others.
"If the desire and drive is present

in a person, he can learn to usc his
whconscious abilities," he said.
On Saturday evening, there will
be a four-hour session for a fee of
$10 during which persons will be
able to experience the realms of the
psychic phenomena to be discussed
tonight, Brauer said.
The Saturday session is the
preliminary for an 18-week course
offered by Astro-Soul which will
help person< '•l make use of their
osychic abilities, he said.
· He stressed that this program is
not designed to present a means of
c;cape, but it is a way to make
practical applications of psychic
ability in the real world. "We are
clarifying the unknown," he said.
Brauer said that dedication and
hard work will yield the greatest

caca

(cont. on page6)

Founder of Black Caucus

<$.
.<:

Politician Indicted for Fraud

~

:::e·
6

-~

WASHINGTON (UPI)
.!::' . Twelve Term Rep. Charles Diggs .
·c;
D-Mich., a founder of the
0 Congressional Black Caucus, was
0
·xu indicted by a federal grand jury
Thursday on charges of mail fraud
::E" and making false st;;~tements in a
~
payrqll kickback scheme.

The indictment, returned in U.S.
District Court in Washington,
charged Diggs on 35 counts--14 of
maii fraud b<ISed on financial
transactions handled by letter, and
21 of making false statements to the
House finance office;
The grand iury charged that

-l

z"

r·f

"~

~

.,.I .........................................................................................
.,.
I
I
1

I
1

Are You Going
To Medical School
Next Year?

1

between July 1973 and March 1977,
Diggs schemed to defraud the
government of more tbiln '$101 ,000
by giving raises to members of his
staff and taking part of the money
forhimself. '
Diggs, 55, on a world tour <IS
chairman of a House International
Relations Subcommittee, dictated a
statement to his Washington office
from Mozambique saying, "! am'
innocent of the charges being
leveled against me."

CUST~M HI·FI PRESENTS
• •lt!§·i iII It!!G li (Q tJ

pay... be kicked back to and applied for the use of defendant
Diggs."
The grand jury said Diggs made
the false statements in connection
with payroll vouchers filed with the
House.
The indictment also charged that
Diggs put on his congressional
payroll three employees of his
mortuary firm in Michigan, the
house of Diggs.

World News

1

~

"I do not believe that I have
violated any federal law or any
hous,e
rule
or
precedent.
Allegations in an indictment do not
prove guilt and I am confident that
due,process of law will vindicate
me."
The indictment said Diggs,
"inflated" the salaries of staff
members and then "would and did
covertly direct that the inflated
portion of salary, in excess of that
person's regular per annum rate of

THE GREAT BUYS KEEP ON COM/N'

-~

~ Full scholarships available
tuition, ~
~ fees, books, plus $400 per month. Call ~
~ Lt.
Tim Watson, Navy Medical ~
Programs at 766-2335 for details.

Begin Accuses Carter
I Of Abandoning Israel

I
I

I

il&.........................................................................." .................-ill!

· adist•

WASHINGTON (UPI) - With
"great sorrow," Prime Minister
Menachem Begin Thursday accused
President Carter of abandoning
support for key Israeli peace
proposals and leaving Israel to

·bed
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Gobblegook
War Waged
By Carter

Council meeting
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Casey QP.hcal Co. · . · ·
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finn tl1mg~ young Puffin~
lt..1am to do i!'l. fk ln·IHmk.
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~r;u:lients, Mirror~, or J;>ol9!izii!,l;

Snt., Aptill
10:00 Am
Rm. 230-SUB
Everyone Welcome

EPISCOpal
12 noon to 3 pm: n1editations at the Cross
7: 30 pm : Stations of the Cross
Saturday, 11 and 12 pm: The Great Vigil of Easter
and The Pascal Liturgy
Sunday 10 am: The Pascal Liturgy
ChURCh
Easter week, 12_: 30 pm: The Liturgies of the
Resurrection Appearances

St. Thomas of Canterbury, 425 University NE (across from the Anthropology building)

$219

PIONEER... POWER!

®PIONEER'

Who else but CUSTOM HI·FI? The PIONEER SX-650 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
at the LOW, LOW PRICE! The all purpose unit Is designed to bring great
sound to all who desire it at a super low price. Satisfying Is the word
for this receiver, you will be!

Underground Bomb
Exploded in Nevada
. SUNGLASS'HD10TS

:ts <1 l'uflii1. ,\ sn,;df. !htw;.::IJiful
n•,;idt•nl of kdand. Om• of tlw

stand alone.
indicated it may soon resume
In a defiant wind-up to his construction of Jewish settlements
Washington summit visit, he made ·in occupied areas.
plain Israel still claims the right to
"This time, with candor, the
keep control of occupied West talks were difficult," he said in an
Bank and Gaza Strip' lands, and address to the National Press Club.
"But I believe the basic friendship
is so deep and so great . in our
hearts, that there is reason to
believe that soon the difficulties will
disappear."
Despite that grace line, however,
U.S. and Israeli officials were still
unable to agree on the text of an
ground Thursday which was felt by official
concluding
summit
some residents of Las Vegas .90 statement by mid-afternoon.
miles away.
Begin seemed unyielding on the
The nuclear test, code-named vital peace policy disputes that
"Iceberg," was the secol)d an- occasioned the Washington visit in
nounced test this calendar year. The the first place.
first was Feb. 23.
A spokesman for the Department
of Energy said no radiation, reached
the atmosphere and that the
detonation was a success.
In less than a minute after the
nucfear weapon was triggered a
general ground motion was felt in
Las Vegas.
The department of Energy had
WASHINGTON (UP!)
announced the test in advanced and President Carter Thursday took
warned workers not to be in personal command of the war on
precarious positions, such as government gobbledygook, orpainters and window 'washers, on dering that all rules and regulations
high rise buildings.
be reduced to "plain English" that
A federal spokesman said the all Americans can understand.
device packs a punch between 20
At a ceremony in the White
and 150 kilotons, a maximum House Roosevelt Room, Carter
power equal to exploding 150,000 signed an executive order decreeing
tons of TNT - the limit imposed that federal regulations be made
by a treaty with Russia which is "as simple and clear as possible"
before the Senate.
and accomplish their purpose "with
a minimum of paperwork and red
tape."
"I will be personally involved in
making sure it is carried out," the
President said.
The Federal Communications
Commisston, responding to the
order, reduced from more than 20
lines to just over four a rule
covering citi1.e!l band radios.
The
revt~ton
mc.1
.ltlch
straightforward language as; "You
must not make or have anyone else
make any internal modification to
your CB trammittcr."

s47500

WATT'S NEW, FOR YOU!
The New Pioneer RT707 Auto
Reverse Reel To Reel
Smooth Performance

TOP STEREO AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
l'f)S HERE! The one youv'e been waiting for! CUSTOM HI-FI's
SP_ectacular BRAND NAME CLEARANCE! The Top Names in stereo are
pnced to go. Choose your new equipment and save BIG! It's an Even:
we know you won't want to miss. HURRY! Quantities Limited on some
items.

STORE HOURS:
BlG3-WAY
SPEAKER

PIONEER ROTATIONS
The durable PIONEER PL1t2D' Belt-Drive
Turntable is incredibly priced to sell, TODAY!
Auto-Return and sensitive S·Shaped Tonearm

!I
\I
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=~~jg~~:~~v~~glnnlng.$Pric e INCLgUDES
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@PIONEER'

Thurs.ll-7 Fri.ll-8 and Sat.10·8
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GREAT STEREO
BEGINNINGS!

ECI
PROFILES

95

B.I.C. MEANS AUTO-EASE!

The PROFILE 400 is a great sounding
3·way speaker with big 8" woofer for
HI·Fi at the Lo·Fi price. DON'T MISS
THIS SPECIAL.

The B.I.C. 960 is a Multiple Play Belt·drlve Turntable
for the audio perfectionist who wants the ease of aut·
automatic opera\ion. Turntable only.

CERWIN-VEGA 317

CHECK OUT A TEAC!

When you demand the BEST,
the CONCERT PEOPLE
DELIVER!! Check this price.

$299

IMAGINE... The TECHNICS SA5070 Receiver! fl's a sure wlnnerforthe
music lover on a budget. Features abound and the power is plentiful.
Perfectly matched for performance, CUSTOM HI·FI includes the BSR
2260 Total Turntable and ECI's PROFILE 400, 3·way Speakers wlth
big 8" woofer. Together, those wild imaginings that come from finely
played music are yours for a song.
·

Technics
by Panasor\IC

MORE POWER••• GREAT SOUND!

Pioneer makes it so you know it's great. At Custom Hi·Fi
we know you like your music clean and with Pioneer's
SX450 AM/FM stereo receiver, the sounds come through
for you, beautifully. Plenty of poworto drive ECJ's Profile
600 Speakers with ease and enough flexibility to custom
design your sounds. Sansui's SR222 Belt Drive Turntable
handles your records with care and comes complete with
base, dustcover and AT910 Cartridge.

SANYO CAR... GO!
Superb Top·Loading Cassette Deck, the A·1
includes such features as Dolby, Twin Vu·Meters
and wide dynamic fre11uency response. This way,
you get ALL the music.

TEAC.

CAR SOUNDS GET GREAT!

95

®PION~~

Sanyo's FT1876 is for yoLL am/fm
8-T performance. An unbelievable
greaT VALUE Don't miss this one

-~

$39995
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convenience.Jmagine ... ALL the tape llexibiiJty you'll
need for home and car use. WOW!

$1

I
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The TDK ADC 90 Minute
Cassette Is Tops For
Quality Deck

YOU GET 'EM
I BOTH

WithSANYO'SRDB400you~et8·TrackANDCassette
~

.

TAPE IT AWAY/
12 for

gg

f}SANVO

WE MAKE IT
EVERY STORE
DISCOUNT IS IN OUR NAME WE SELL STEREO
OUR PRICES & SERVICE
EASY TO BUY!
AND WE'RE PROUD OF IT
NOT ATMOSPHERE!
KEEP US# 1 WITH YOU
IS A WAREHOUSE
Enjoy the music today, with convenient
monthly payments,on approved credit.
Most major credit cards honored on
most purchases. Interest-free layaway
Is also available

Each one ls·packed With groat slereo.
You'll find !he best names ond the latest
equipment because wa bo!love you
shouldn't be limited to a limited
selection .

AMERICA'S LARGEST STEREO ·DISCOiJNT. CENTERS.

Offering true drscount prices day·in and
day·out Is a matter of pride. In lact,
dlsc\)Unt prices are what

all

Our people are stereo experts inter·
ested in giving you the k>nd of low
discount prices and great service that

keeps us No.1 with you. With us you get
the most music for your

mon~y.

Houston, s~aumont: O.nton. Arliggton, Ft. Worth, Rieliard!ion, Garland, o~nas. Tulsa, 'oklahoma City, Norman: Corp~
Cnrlatl, Austin, $an-Antonio. E~ Paso, Lubbo~k. Albii!IUerque, Phoenix, Tucson. Denver. Tampa and Bouldet
·

-

5003-5005 Menaul Blvd
262-0858
Tempe
Main Phoenix
25495 Broadway 913 South Mill 4016D.N. 16th
uscon Arizona Tempe Arizona Phoenix Arizona

w~'re

about. That's why we're lhe GREAT
AMERICAN CUSTOM

We don't fool you w>ih pretty store
fronts, flashy rixtures and expensive
trills, lhat add to lhe cost of buying. We
don't have all that expensrve overhead,
so you don't pay extra for frills.
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Book Sale Fund Raiser
To Benefit Public Library
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by Tim Galla~iher
·Probably every ciVilization since the oeginning of mankind has bee-n
guilty of thinking that it is the ultimate, b.est never-to-be-improvedupon society. They all realized, of c_ourse, that there would be
technological changes and advancements, but in general, thought they
were pretty hot stuff.
"
·
And every succeeding civilization came along and proved how wrong
there predecessors were. They altered the world drastically, laughed at
their ancestors, and thought they had the best of e.ll possible worlds,
IT WAS THIS THOUGHT THAT STAYED in my mind after recently
reading an· article about a society of Indians living on the coast of what
is'noyv the state of Washington. They lived there happily until about 300
years ago when their village, situated precariously between the Pacific
Oceiln'and some steep cliffs, was buried by a sudden mudslide.
Archaeologists have been excavating the site for almost a decade
and have come across some artifacts that have them puzzled. I imagine
that these muddied bits of junk were quite useful to the Indians of that
. day and they probably thought their contraptions were quite the latest
thing. What they used for footwear and washing materials has the
archaeologists puzzled.
Those excavating the site are reaching it by helicopter, jeep and other
means. They rest in sleeping bags. Cook on Coleman stoves. They
probably don't realize that what they use will puzzle archaeologists (or
whatever they'll call them) 500 years from now.
WHAT IF THEY EVEN EXCAVATED UNM after a mudslide in the
Sandias had buried the campus? For sure there'd be some baffling
artifacts in this adobe jungle.
Imagine stumbling upon the remains of an ASUNM election. Ballots
strewn across the SUB floor, stacks of court briefs filed away.
Johnson Field would also provide quite a bit of junk for 25th century
researchers. Finding skeletal remains stretched out near curious circular
metal objects protruding above the ground just high enough to trip and
severely main joggers. And if they do come across those weird red
backboards with the hole in the middle, they'll probably wonder what
they are just like I do every time I pass one.
tHEY'LL FIND OUR COINAGE SYSTEM if they decide to break
open those no-armed bandits with the autos parked alongside. Did you
ever stop and wonder what a bike rack looks like to someone who's
never seen a bicycle? They'll consider bike racks a device used for
torture or a slicer for giant eggs.
What would you think if you came upon a crumbling Press Box or Pit
in five centuries? The Coliseums of Mandt and Ellenberger might be
dust or a confusing array of broken blocks to the diggers.
Walking into what is now the president's office would boggle the
mind. Coffee makers, electric typewriters and 5,000 hardbound copies
of "Nobody Calls Me Doctor" autographed by "Wm. E. Davis." might
be enough to win some archaeologist a world-wide prize for excavation.
AND IF THE MOST WELL KEPT SECRET on this campus were
discovered by some college students in 500 years it might indeed be
cause for a severe case of "Future Shock." Most people on campus
today don't even know about the underground tunnel system at UNM.
Believe it or not, there are a good many miles of tunnels right beneath
your feet that connect many buildings on campus.
Rumor has it that when Davis sees the Chamber of Commerce
coming he ducks into one of the secret entrances and hides out down
there. Of course, every time the LOBO tries to get permission to tour
these tunnels, U NM officials deny that they exist.
But if the archaeologists stumbled onto these what would they
surmise went on down in these tunnels? A secret place of worship
similar to Christians in the catacombs of 2,000 years ago? An experiment designed to find out how well students study in the_ dark?
Perhaps those who schedule final exams for the most populated classes
at 6:30a.m. on the Saturday of finals week?
NATURALLY ALL OF THIS IS BASED on our hope that they would
at least be able to decide this was an education area of some sort. And
we must pray that if they start storing nucle<!r waste in the tunnels, it
doesn't escape and destroy us all.
After all, we've got to have the mud if we're going to have clear
thinking in five centuries.
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The LOBO wishes· to apologize to
the UNM Urantia Study Group for
the errors thai appeared in
yesterday's paper.
GSA budget hearings will be held
Saturday, March 25 at 9 a.ni. at the
International Center. All ·groups
. se~king funding please contact the
GSA office at 277-3803.

ln_ane ·Question
Editor:
In your editorial of March 22, you ask what PI~G does for the UNM
students. Will, I am sick of hearing this question applied to any of the
organizations supplied by ASUNM funds that pr?vide al~er~ative
educational opportunities to students. The problem 1s not Within the
organizations and their use of funds. (I am sure that most organizations
can justify that their funds are used wisely), but rather within the
students who don't take advantage of what the organizations have to
offer.
Look at the SUB movies this semester. The film committee is
screening movies of independent filmmakers that are usually
unavailable to the public. Yet, go to one of these movies and there is
only a handful of people in attendance. Other organizations such as
PIRG and KUNM offer internship programs in which students can
receive credit while working with these groups. Yet, most students
prefer not to put forth the effort or the extra tit;Je to expa_nd their
educational experience. The students who am mterested 1n these
organizCjtons are the ones that take advantage of the offerings. But
don't ask the inane. question of "Does this group meet the students
needs and can we justify the money ASUNM is giving them?" There is
no way to measure this. An organization may reach a small number of
students 90 percent of the time and perhaps a large nu~ber o~ students
10 percent of the time, but this is not a reason to cut the1r fund mg.
PIRG puts a referendum on the ballot each spri~g. Judging from the
vote of the last two years it seems that the students of UNM feel that
PIRG is an organization worth allocating $2 of their activities fee.
Therefore, since it is the students money and not Tom Williams', why
don't we let the students decide PIRG's future?
Rachel Maurer
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ASUNM Speakers Committee
will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the
Committee Office in SUB Room
245.
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Serpentine's rock and roll deluxe
party and dance show will be held
Saturday, March 25 at 8 p.m. at the
SUB Ballroom. Admission is 75
cents.

Friday, Mareb 24
.

I

.

7 p.m. - Longplayer: A new album
is featured
•
9 p.m. • The Asylum Show: For
people who wear ten-gallon hats.
Saturday, March 25
5 p.m.- Hot Lix: Moldy oldies.
9 p.m.- The Ghetto: Soul music.
1 a.m. - Only the Radio: Live local
musicians play.
. Sunday, March 26

8:30 a.m. - Morning Train; Black
gospel music.
The International
Affairs 9:30 a.m. Max Liberty: Stories for
Committee will meet today at 4:10 children of all ages.
p.m. at the International Center, 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. - Something
1808 Las Lomas.
Classic: Featuring European radio
series at 10:30, "Something New in
Classics'' at 2, and Keller Hall
Concert Series at 4.
5:30 p.m. - Orient Express:
International folk music.
6:30 p.m. - The Singing Wire:
Native American programming.
9 p.m. - The House that Jazz Buill.

Carol l.ee Sanchez will read her
poetry tonight at 8 in the
Humanities Building Theatre,
sponsored by the ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Series.
Summer camp counselors, nur~e
and specialists arc needed !'or an
ACA accredited resident Camp Fire
camp in the Jemez Mountains.
Contact Bobbie Borges-Moiics at
265-8786 between 9 a.m. and 4:30
p.m.
NM I'IRG is looking for persons
to testify before the Public Service
Comission about he hardships they
face in paying their gas bills, in
hopes of preventing the proposed
gas rate increase. Call 277-2757 or
stop by 'the office at 139 Harvard
SE.

Unisex Design Cente'r

7804 Central S.E.

I

between Wyoming and Louisiana

Markham lnternation I
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PIRG Valuable
Editor:
I saw the LOBO headlines yesterday and like the song says, "I had to
laugh." It seems that ASUNM is once again out to cut NMPIRG's funds
and help themselves to the spoils. This isn't anything new )lowever, it's
something that has become an annual springtime hassle for NMPIRG.
This is particularly ironic as initially NMPiRG organizers had sought to
disengage themselves and their organization from ASUNM and it's
funding structure as they felt ASUNM was an unstable orgahization
due in part to its highly variable leadership and fluctuating support. It
was feared by many PIRG organizers that if NMPIRG was faced with
having to deal each year With ASUNM for its funding the effectiveness
of NMPIRG would be undermined as NMPIRG would be sucked into
the chaotic political reshuffling that occurs in ASUNM each spring.
Well alas and alack it's springtime again and for NMPIRG it's a call to
the ramparts and man the battlestations. Oh lord, how long can we take
it passively, how much longer can this slow social regression that is
taking place in Albuquerque, continue?
There will be an election soon and your support of pro-PIRG
executive candidates and senate members can not only insure the
survival of PIRG but perhaps even NMPIRG'S liberation from the poor
funding structure it is currently entrapped by and dependent upon.
Vote for Pro-NMPIRG candidates, Re-assert the PIRG.
Jeremiah Foley

A meeting to share ideas about
Introduction to Women Studies will
be held today from 3-5 p.m. in the
History Lounge, Mesa Vista. For
more information, call277-3930.
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PIRG Is a Parasite
Editor:
PIRG is an organil;ation which by its privileged status exists like a
parasite on the apathy of UNM students. If all members of the UNM
student body would vote on this matter PIRG funding would be
defeated by a resounding majority.
Unfortunately it is "almost" impossible to get all UNM students to
vote. There is a way to solve this problem though. Have a memo included in next semester's tuition bill that would read something like
this, "If you desire to give PIRG $2 your payment will be (for a full fime
undergrad) $260, if you do not desire to give PIRG $2 your payment is
$258.
This method of funding would give PIRG exactly what a// the UNM
students fell it deserves. This method would also force PIRG to survive
on its own merit ... or die like all worthless organizations should.
Mike Brace

UNM's Work-Study program
has several openings in various
departments for eligible students.
Clerk typists are needed badly.
Postings are in Mesa Vista Hall,
Room 2113.

The New Mexico Wheelmen are
scheduling bicycle rides every
Sunday at 9 a.m. for both slowpaced and longer-paced riders over
13 years old. For further information, call 264-1232 be~ween 8
a.m. and 4 p.m, Monday through
Friday. The starting point is the
Popejoy Hall box office.

WASHINU'IDN, D.C.,
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The annual book sale sponsored by the Friends of the Albuquerque
Public Library will be held Thursday March 30 through Saturday April I at
the Main Library, 6501 Copper NW.
8
More than 20,000 books including paperbacks, reference and non- 0
reference materials, texts and children's books will be sold along with ~
'<
magazines.
r
Ali proceeds from the sale will go to support special projects and 0
programs of the Albuquerque Public Library.
-~
Dates and times of the sale are: Thursday, March 30, 5-8 p.m.; Friday, ;:::
. March 31,9 a.m.- 5 p.m. and Saturday, April!, 9 a.m.- 3 p.m..
.,
There will be an admission charge of $1.50 Thursday evening. There is :=l
no admission charge on Friday and Saturday.
;:;
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CAMP KAITANA
Appli_cations are now being accepted
for positions of:
1. ·Camp Director
2. General Counselors
3. Arts & Crafts Counselor
4. Swim & Sports Counselor
Camp Kaitana is an in-town, 6 week,
summer camp sponsored by the Jewish
Community Council of Albuquerque.
Send resume listings, qualifications
and experience to:
Camp Kaitana
c/o Jewish Community Council
600 louisiana SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
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Mondt to Coach ·More Offense, Touts Team
ByRAYGLASS
• LOBO Staff Writer
c5 UNM football coach Bill Mondt
1!1:1 ~aid Thursday at the monthly UNM
Athletic Council 111eeting that the
.Q football program is in good shape
·a and the Lopos have a good chance
0 to be at everyone they play in the
8 I978-79 season.
'B ''The football program is in the
::E best shape it's been in since I've
~ been here. This year we have good.
Z depth, ·good players and good
';[ morale," Mondt said.
~
Mondt said 44 lettermen w.ill
ll;
return -from last year's team in-

3

eluding All-WAC performers Max it/'
Hudspeth, Tom Ryan and Mike
Mondt also said UNM's
·
Williams.
recruiting drive, which emphasized
"I will be much more involved recruiting players from New
with coaching the offense", he ·Mexico,.· Texas, Arizona and
said. "We will throw it (the ball) in Colorado, was successful in
relation to how well we can throw recruiting five junior college
transfers.
In other council business, Ike

This Friday Night
In 1'1te

lOWlY
Sfl!ltl
In 'l'lte Student (Tnion
IJuildhagllasenaent.

IIICIII !1111
featuring

Eldon Feldauan

Dance Contest
s25.00 awarded to the winners
albuan giveaways

HllltPD I! l:'t P.ll.

Singer, associate director ·of
athletics, asked for input from the
council concerning the numb~r of
games scheduled for spmis other
than mens basketball and football.
'He said too many games on those
teams' schedules would adversely
affect grades of the players." He
sa,id he was particularly worried

about the baseball team, which
plays 50 games this semester,
because team members had come to
him with this problem.
The council delayed action on
this matter and decided to wait until
their April meeting to discuss theissue With Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald.
·

Trash Can Be Energy Source
easily be tapped by drilling a well
into the landfill. Purified, methane
can often be used in place of scare
natural gas. This process is now
being used in at least one location in
'
California.
J
Methane gas can also be
Many things man has dis~arded
have later proved to be of value to produced by man in a controlled
him. One of these is his municipaf environment using technology
garbage, which can be used to available today. The process known
anaerobic digestion
or
produce energy for the same towns as
"biomass," converts the organic
and cities that discard it.
Most municipal walite is buried fn matter into methane gas by the use
landfill dumps and covered with. of certain bacteria which speed the
earth. As the garbage decays one of decay of the waste. Small conits by-products, methane gas, is verters based on this. princi pie are
trapped in the ground. This gas can used to produce cooking fuel in
India and China.
A third method of producing
methane gas from garbage is
• • • pyrolysis, a high temperature
treatment used in the absence of
oxygen which chars but does not
(cont. from pogo 1)
rewards in terms of the course. burn the waste. As well as methane
''Those who really want to go the- this also produces a synthetic lowsulfer oil ·that can be burned.
deepest will go the fastest."
However, the oil has some special
The Astro-Soul movement was
founped in Washington DC in 1967 problems such as a very high·
by Dr. Francisco Coli, Brauer said, amount of corrosive activity on
steel which reduces its utility as an
and has been in operation around
the world in 30 countries.~ "Our
aims are to explore the fifth
dimension and the unconscious
mind-to help people realize their
(cont. from page 1)
true potential.
Jack Brashear of Chapter One,
"Psychic phenomena is one of
said
his organization believes it is
the final frontiers and it is
wrong to spray the pot because it is
unlimited," he said.
one of God's herbs. Brashear said
he will be running for governor on a
legalize marijuana platform.
City police were in the area but
kept at a distance from the
protestors. Deputy Chief of Field
Services, AI Campbell who was
observing the demonstration along
with a patrolman and an FBI agent
said they were there to "preserve
the peace." The FBI agent said he
was there because it is a federal
offense to interfere with the activities of a foreign government
office.
Campbell said that he had city
police units in the area but that the
protest "won't require any
mobilization.''
After the initial cxcitment of the
"smoke in'' the protestors
dwindled to about ten people
determined to keep the vigil.

(EDITORS . NOTE:
The
following column was written for
the LOBO by Kelly D. Williams of
the Americans for Rational Enerl{y ·
Alternatives.)

Psychic

... Smoke

THIS MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT EVER MADE IN
ALBUQUERQUE:

- _...

On Saturday, March 25, from 9 to 5, you are invited to join a group
of students who will participate in a day-long reading, memorary and
testing workshop at the Holiday Inn, 2020 Menaul.

..

energy source.
Yet another source of methane is
from the use of water hyacinths a
very rapidly growing water-borne
plant, to "eat" sewage from its'
dumping grounds in ponds and
lakes. This cleanses the water of
.waste, pesticides,. and chemicals
while creating large amounts of
plant material that is in turn used to
produce methane. This has yet to be
effectively tested.
The simplest and cheapest way to
do this is just to burn unprocessed
garbage in a water-wall set-up.
Water circulates through the walls
of the incinerator and becomes
steam which is then used for power
generation. Wastes that do not
burn (i.e. glass, metal, etc.) are
later recovered and salvaged.
Another way to use waste itself
for power is to process it "fuel
cubes." This is done by first
removing the incombustible
material, then shredding the
remainder into small stripes which
are in turn compressed into cubes.
These cubes are often mixed with
other burnable fuels (i.e. coal)
when they are used.
Not all is bleak. As the costs of
other energy sources rise the usc of
garbage will become more
financially attractive. In addition
many _cities are now bujlding waste
recovery pilot plants due to the fact
that land for landfills may soon run
short. (These are all money losing
endeavors isnce to compete with
other energy sources the end
products of thse plants are being
sold below cost to public utilities.)
Even the federal government feels
wastes are an underutilized
resource. Donald K. Walker of the
Department of Energy says "out of
the urban waste stream, we can see
producing 2 to 3 percent of our
nations energy requirements." This
would mean that a family of four
could potentially produce around
37 percent of its energy needs from
the garbage it produces.
What to do with garbage has long
been a headache and problem for
almost everyone involved, but as we
can see the future offers far more
than just a choice of buying or
dumping.
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Catol Sanchez Btlngs message

Blues at Golden
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
years of making music together
Two of the all-time blues comes . across with ease and congreats, Brownie McGhee and Sonny fidence, Both men have been
Terr.y will bring their country blues strongly influential in the
to the Golden Inn in Golden, NM progression of blues styles, and for
this friday night. Tickets for the that matter, music styles in general.
show are $6.50 in advance and
$7.50 at the door imd are available
through all Ticketmaster outlets.
Sonny Terry's harmonica playing
Although the ticket prices are has easily had the single most
relatively steep, especially since a decisive influence on harmonica
reasonable amount of cash must be playing. Brownie McGhee's guitar
set aside for beer, the Golden In!} work and relaxed vocals are the
should be an ideal club to see a · epitomy of country blues. On top
Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry of all this, these guys are marvelous
show. Using the simple in- on stage. The chance to see them
strumentaton of an acoustic guitar live is rare and getting rarer.
and harmonica, McGhee and Terry
consistantly put out fine humorfilled performances. Their approach to the audience is warm and
intimate.
Although the two '!]len live at
opposite ends of the country these It's In Everyone of Us
days, the musical tightness which Mary Travers
has developed through close to 40 Chrysalis Records CHR /168

The ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series
will present a reading by Carol Lee
Sanchez tonight in the H iimantiies
Building Theater at 8 p.m.
Admission is free and all are
welcome.
Carol Lee Sanchez presently lives
in San Francisco, though she is a
native of New Mexico. In San
Francisco she has coordinated the
Coffee Gallery poetry night for
years and innovated the feature
reading series: "Poet's Gallery."

Carol Lee Sanchez has participated in, organized and taught
workshops in poetry and performing poetry. Her publications
include Conversations From the
Nightmare, Time Warps, and the
recent Message Bringer Woman.
She is also the present statewide
coordinator of the California Poets
in the Schools Program and teaches
in the Native American Studies
Department at San Francisco State
University.

m~r,Y Tr~vers

Tta vets Ovetptoduced

Change of Pa.ce

By ROBERT SPIEGEL

As an interesting change of pace
the Keller Hall Series will offer a
varied program at 8: 15 p.m.
Friday. Featured performer will be
Artemus Edwards on ba~soon, with
George Robert on piano, Leonard
Felberg on violin and George Pope
on flute.
Mozart's Bassoon Concerto,
originally written for bassoon and
orchestra, will open the program.
Accompanying
Edwards on
bassoon, Robert will play the piano
reduction of the orchestral score.
Pope will join Edwards next in
Villa-Lobos' "Bachianas
Brasileiras #6 for Flute and
Bassoon."
The second half of the program
will start with "Noctturno for
Basson and Piano" by Robert
Clerisse, leaving the best for last.
Performing the cello's role on
bassoon, Edwards will join two
members of the Serephin Trio,
Felberg and Robert, in Beethoven's
Trio in B-flat Major, op. I 1. Given
such an unusual treatment, this
beautiful but difficult work should
serve as a perfect close to an
evening of good entertainment.

This could have been an excellent
album. Mary Travers' voice sounds
better than ever. She has widened
her range and she is singing with
more confidence. During her Peter,
Paul and Mary days it was clear
that she could be an impressive
singer on her own if she wasn't so
painfully shy. Well, she has over
come the shyness, but now she has a
whole set of new problems.
For one thing, it seems that the
music industry is in the middle of a
songwriter drought, especially in
the MOR field for which this album
is apparently aimed. She has some
of the "big name" writers here,
Carol Bayer Sager, Peter Allen,
Melissa Manchester, and even the
Mann/Wei! team, but the offerings
are weak and unpredictable. I
wonder who these writers are
writing for. Such insipid lyrics
certainly can not be for us.

around whose work could pass for
easy listening if you wanted to push
it. How about Jackson Browne;
Karla Bonoff, even a James 'fay lor
or an oldie. A good song could even
withstand the slick overproduction
on this album. The songs included
here can't. It's In Everyone ofUsis
a sad misuse of one of popular
music's more impressive voices.

-
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The album is coated with luster,
but the shine fades quickly, and we
are left longing to hear Mary
Travers' wonderful voice carrying
something more substantial. There
are some good songwriters still
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The Devil Is A Woman
by Josef von Sternberg
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DO YOU HAVE ZITS?
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arring Marlene Dietrich

This program is sponsored by R.E.A.D.S., the only college-reading
program offered to students at virtually every major California university. You will use your own materials, learn how to triple your reading
rate with improved comprehension, remember what you read, and do
better on Jour tests. This workshop is literally crammed with hundreds
of necessary tips for you. You will learn more in 8 hours than others
learn in 8 weeks!

Be sure to attend this valuable, one-time offering in Albuquerque.

To enroll be at the Holliday Inn this Saturday by 8:30 and
bring a textbook.

•~The University of New Mexico Division 1 ~
of Dermatology and Student Health
Center needs volunteers with acne to
1 help determine the effectiveness of a 1
new medication ·for treatment of· this
condition. Patients must be available
1 for examination on Saturday mornings ,
between March 25 and June 17, and
should not be taking oral antibiotics or
1 birth control pills during the month .t
before the study begins.'Volunteers will
be paid for their participation.

7:00 and 9:15

The Union (sub) Theatre
Saturday
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner

7:00
and
9:15

Richard Baskin

with:

Sidney Poitier, Katherine Hepburn
and Spencer Jracy

written and directed by

produced by

Rooert Altman

1 ORIGINAL MOTION PICTU-Af souNDTRACK ALBUM

~~.~.~.~!~!~!~"~.?.
PAA[~IO~A0VIICVAI'I01Aiol

•
For further information, contact Rita Macinnis (277·4757) or
1~
Ct Sharon Noble (277·3136).

music and songs by
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Ages of Law

In its continuing series of comedies this spring, the Vortex ·Theater
opening tonight with a production of Albuquerque playwright Les
Spindle's ·aoddiggers of '78 B.C. Spindle has based his comedy on the
comic and theatric styles of Plautus, circa 178 B. C. in Rome. Using this,
structure, Spindle deals with contemporary morality, circa 1978.
The play is based on a bookDby Les Spindle and .Brent Stevens, and will
be directed by Spindle himself. Spindle has also directed local productions
of The Glass Menagerie, The Boys in the Band and Long Day's Journey
Into Night. Golddiggers also includes original music by Les Spindle and
Brent Stevens.
The cast consists of Wesley Mason, Eric Hampleman, Kirk Wall, who
played the title role in last year's Jesus Christ Superstar, Jeffrey Hudson
and others.
The show opens tonigllt at 8 p.m. and will continue on March 25, 26, 31,
April 1, 2, 7, 8,' and 9. The performances begin at 8 p.m. The Vortex is
loca(ed:'in the. ally- off Vassar;
one half block south of Centrat
'
..

:·RHSA/ASUNM Pr~sent

"A ·Tou·ch. of CI(Jss'~
Plus

...

"The Enforcer"
and

.
.
mel 8tooks Is for the birds. ·

'AnxJety:' 111-Hu:moted
High Anxiety, directed by Mel
Brooks, is showing at the Los Altos
Theatre.
By DAN-HUMENICK
Mel Brooks· has really done it this

ONTACTLENS
. SPECIAL
$10 Allergan Kit $3.50 ·

Friday, March 24, 1978 8:00p.m.

Call lor lo1.1. jlll<.'t:'e> tlU ll<!UI.
-r1ft. ur ~t·m•·~oft lt•mt'\-

the CELLAR (Hokona Hall)
free to all students

time. He has ·created the mo~t
hideously unfunny travesty of his
film-making career,. a supposed
parody of and tribute to Alfred
Hitchcock called High Anxiety.

Casey OpticaLCo.
Jited dour lrJ Ca.t'tfllif'la/1 [Jrug)

Lomas at Washington
'----1--- --- 255-8736'
..

The Universit_y of New mexico
and
The New mexico Humanities Council

POPEJOY HALL
Announce The American Premiere Tour Of

BLACK ELK
SPEAKS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5 - 8:15 Pffi
In mo._y 1931 o.t the invito.tion of Blo.ck Elk, John Neiho.rdt went to the Pine
Ridge Reservo.tion in South Do.koto.. There, Blo.ck Elk told of his vision, his
memories of his second cousin. Cro.z_y Horse o.nd the stor_y of his people,
"Heo.r me," he so.id, "not for m_yself, but for m_y people."

Strewn about this new comedy
are some mildly amusing satires of

The Birds, Psycho, Foreign
Correspondent, North by Northwest and Vertigo, but these have
little to do with the rest of the
movie. The plot barely exists and
has no relation at all to the complex
story-lines of Hitchcock's thrillers.
Anxiety is just another of Brook's
idiotic rampages, with his cast of
regulars (Madeline Kahn, Harvey
Korman and Cloris Leachman)
screaming very loudly and acting
likP. buffoons. They are rarely
funny.

The Producers, Brooks' first
effort, and Young Frankenstein, a
comedy masterpiece, must now be
considered memborable flukes.
Blazing Saddles, Silent Movie and
now High Anxiety are apparently
Brooks' more typical features.
Excruciatingly stupid and worLhlc~;, 1hc~e three comedies are to
be avoided hy all <.ane adults.

According to Grant Gilmore,
three distinct pe,riods dominate
American legal history: the· Age of
Discovery, before the Civil War;
the Age of Faith, from the Civil
War to World War I; and the Age
of Anxiety, from World War I to
, the recent past.
In his latest book, Gilmore
characterizes tlle Age of Discovery
· as an open-~nded, innovative
pluralism, wllich in turn gave way ·
to the Age of Faith, a unitary
· formalism ... which. in turn led to a ·
period of breakdown in the Age tif
Anxiety.
. For each period the author
. describes . what went on, puts
forward h'ypotheses to account for
the changes that occurred ~d
discusses the work of leading
figures of the times such as Joseph
Story, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.
and Benjamin Cardozo.
This book is written in the
eloquent style of the classics of
American legal scholarship.
Gilmore's reflection~ -on the
American approach to law since the
eighteenth century are wide in their
range
of
subject
matter,
provocative in their discussion of
large ideas and bold in their
assessments of the influential legal
scholars and judges of the past.
In his final chapter the author
suggests lessons to be learned from
the experience of the past 200 years,
concluding that law has never been
and never will be the salvation of
any society.
Gilmore writes with wry humor
at times and the following excerpt is
taken from the last chapter that is
titled On Looking Backward and
Forward at the Same Time: "In the
grisly aftermath of World War II
the genial optimis which had for
long sustained us seems to have
become, to many minds, no longer
tenable·or even tolcrablc, .. ••Grant Gilmore is currently
Sterling Professor of Law at Yale
University. The book will be
rclca-.cd April20, 1978.

By DAN HUMENICK
Brian DePalma's The Fury
immediately draws you into its
i_mages and does not spit you back
' into reality until the final credits
appear on the screen. As he did in
Obsession and Carrie, DePalma has
successfuly created a barely
recognizable Ea,rth, a swirling',
sedqctive dream-vision of our
planet that is eerily, fantastically
beautiful. The Fury plants you fully
into this illogical, twisted arena of
good vs. evil, and although it is
scary as Hell, you'll be glad you
experienced DePalma's trip .
DePalma is one of the great film
directors, the best and most original
visual stylist since Sergio Leone ..
With the help of Richard H. Kline's
clever, three-dimensional
photography, DePalma once again
goes crazy, using· his endlessly
tracking camera to pass by
seemingly insignificant characters
and details-a jogger in the
distance, two black youths in the
shadows, ·a whirling amusement
park ride, a ~pilled glass of
wine-that slip into your consciousness, warning of danger.
DePalma's and Kline's use of the
camera, whether it is floating about
tables in two remarkable long takes
to comment on father/son,
mother/daughter relationships or
studying
the
rain-streaked,
sparkling streets of a seedy, forboding neighborhood or showing a
slowmotion rush to freedom,
results in exhilarating cinema.
The movie's lead character is
Peter Sandza, a man searching for
his telekinetic son, Robin, who has
been kidnapped by the same secret
government agency from which
Sandza has just retired. This agency

$5.00- $4.00- $3.00
STUDENTS & FACULTY - STAFF l/2 PRICE
Avo.ilo.ble At Popejo_y Ho.ll And SUB Box Office • 277-3121

desires _to destroy Robin's personality and to fill him with hate, in
order to turn him into a monstrous
international weapon.
Sandza discovers the existence of
a psychic girl, Gillian, who is
telepathically linked with Robin.
To · get her, Sandza meets up
with-and
falls
in
love
with-Hester, a woman working at
Paragon, an ESP observatory.
To discuss any more of this
complex plot would destroy much
self-discovery. The shocks are
'frequent, the humor outrageous
and unexpected, and everything
leads to an absolutely stunning
climax. It. would not be fair to any
potential viewers to give it all away.
Suffice it to say that the whole
experience is fascinating.
Unlike Spielberg and Lucas,
DePalma's movies never get bogged
down in pure mechanics, due to
DePalma's close work with his
casts. Though there is no performer
to equal the dazzle of Sissy
Spacek's Carrie White, The Fury
offers very capable acting from

~

00

~-

Amy Irving o.nd Kirk Douglo.s In seo.rch of Robin So.ndzo.ln De Palmo.'s "Fury."

Happy Hour
Drink Specials

8·9

4:30-7:00

25c

Entertainment

lunches served daily

NOW APPEARING

SHOWDOWN
Kirk Douglas In disguise.

Phone 881·8233 4800 San Mateo N.E.

It's
The University of New Mexico
Student Publication Board
Is Preparing to Accept
Applications for
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Editor for 1978-79

Your
Douglo.s and Irving In "Fury"

The application deadline date and the interview
times were set at Thursday's Publications Board
meeting. Complete details will appear in the
Monday Daily Lobo.

Future
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OLYMPIC SPDITS
~~ Leaeh Raequetball

Raequets
AMF Voit Balls
Wilson
Dunlop
Penn Tennis balls
Raequets by:
Fischer
Wilson
PDP
Asli: about our
Durafiber'
Raeqnet Speeial
and others
Professional Raequet
••egt•ipping and stringing
Ltlain floor SlJB East of1'io Vivo

.'

Kirk Douglas, Amy Irving, Charles
Durning, Carol Rossen · and
William Finley, one of DePalma's
favorite actors. The best per-,
formance comes from John
Cassavetes, who plays the villain,
Childress. Cassavetes is excellent,
one of the greatest hissable badguys in the history of film.
The Fury may not be a work of
art, as Carrie was, but with the
exception of that film, it is the best
horror movie in at least 10 years.
And as a superior piece of entertainment, regardless of its genre,
it has little competition.

!r,,

A Plo._y b_y Christopher Sergei (To Kill A mockingbird)

A SHATTERING HISTORICAL DRAmA OF THE WINNING OF
THE WEST, AS EXPERIENCED BY THOSE WHO LOST IT.

Palma's Futy Excels

The Fury, directed by Brian
DePalma, is showing at the
Coronado Four.

By J.C. OGILVIE

·Cartoons
in

D~

Tire Ages of American Law- b,v
Grant Gilmore. Yale University
Press, New Haven/London $10,01);
154pp.

I

Our officer program representative will be conducting interviews at the placement center on March 28 and 29. -Sign up now for a personal interview.
The Navy:,, An Equal Opportunity Emplyer
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At UNM Turquoise Tourney

Lobos Down Iowa

portunity to score in the third
Tourney b.yascoreot'?-3.
In the first game, the Wyoming inning with bases loaded and only
Cowboys edged the University of ·one oul John Konitzer then hit to
the pitcher and the Lobos' inning
Tulsa Golden Hurricanes 11-10.
The Lobos had a perfect oo- was over on a double play by the
Haw keyes.
In the sixth inning, Lobo pitcher
Rob Hoover was relieved by Mat
Mahafey who faced a bases loaded
A Progressive Christian Fellowship To Give You New Power
situation with on\~ one out. The
Iowa runner on second base was
Easter Weekend Activities
picked off trying to get a lead and
Music Friday 6:30p.m.
Maheafey
struck out the next batter
Good Friday Communion Service 7:30p.m.
to pull UNM out of trouble.
Easter Sunday meal 5: 30 p·. m .
The Lobos face Tulsa today at 11
"Father,jorgive them ... " Luke 23:34
a.m. and then take on Iowa tonight
At the United Ministries Center
at 7:30 p.m .. The morning game
Lobo Aaron Cain Slams one of his four hits·against Iowa in
will be at Lobo Field and the night the UNM Turquois Tourney.
1801 Las Lomas NE 247-0497
,
game will be played at the
Positive, Joyful and Christian
Albuquerque Sports Stadium.
LOBO pho~o by Polor Madrid

The New Mexico baseball team,
behind the fine hitting of Aaron
Cain, dumped the.Iowa Hawkeyes
Thursday afternoon in first day
action of the UNM Turquoise
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1631 E~,;bank N.E.
511 Wyoming N.E.
4523 4th N.W.
Belen at 614 Becker
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265-3667
345-5301
864-3522
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Outdoor Season Opens
UNM track moves into the
second half ofthe track year as the
Lobos tomorrow. · host the
University of Arizona ~nd Adams
State College at University Stadium
in UNM's first outdoor "track meet
of the year.
The UNM team will be composed
almost entirely of athletes that
competed earlier this year for the
Lobos on the indoor circuit. This

,
ollllllfllt.:

......

~ Student Activities~
~~~
·
Presents
if>l'l'

VIDEO TAPES
Sto.rring

KC And The Sunshine Bnnd

ffinrch 27-Aprll 2
10-3 pm Dally
In mll'u1lounge In The- H.E. Corner Oflheo Sub
Acto:n from P1ontas

Rn ASUHffi/Stud•nt Actlvltiea P1oductlon

Correction
The photograph of the tennis player in yesterday's
sports section was incorrectly identified as Kent
Crawford. The player was
Jerry Wheelel' of UNM.

Ruggers
At Home
Rugby
supremacy
in
Albuquerque is at stake tomorrow
when the UNM rugby club hosts the
Albuquerque Aardvarks at 2 p.m.
on the field east of Johnson
gymnasium.
The Aardvarks are coming off a
road trip which saw them split a
pair of games, losing to El Paso
before defeating New Mexico State.
UNM lost both games of their
first road trip of the year during
spring vacation. The Lobos lost 2110 to Utah and were blanked 26·0
by Brigham Young. Steve Leal and
Hank Crumpton kicking a 2-point
conversion.
UNM, with a 2-4 record, was
plagued by poor tackling and "bad
passes as usual" in the two defeats
said f'rllm<nl<1~

Experien<;e the only
Direct/Reflecting., bookshelf speaker
The new BOSE Model 301. The only bookshelf loudspeaker
to provide spacious, clear sound comparable to the top-rated
BOSE 901" and 501 speakers; that allows you to adjust
sound performance according to your specific room
acoustics, taste, or recordings; and the only bookshelf
spP.flkP.r that doP.s all this for Only

compete with them in a lot of
events, especially the field events.
But we should do real well in the
running events."
Track fans can also expect better
performances in the running events
outdoors as times are generally
faster because there are no curves
on the track Silverberg said.
The field events will begin at I :30
p.m. and the running competition
will start 30 minutes later.

IM Hoop Ends
The spring Intramural basketball
season came to an end last night in
Johnson Gym and the A and B
league finals were nothing short of
exciting.
In the first game of the evening,
the Slam Dunks came from behind
to down Los Matadores in a
squeaker 49-47.
The Slam Dunks were paced by
Mike Pieri with 20 points, Kenny
EichwaJd·and Art Eichwald with 10

a piece. For Los Matadores, Bill
McReynolds tossed in 12 points,
Ray Moya pumped in 10 and
Gabby Leyba scored nine.
In the A league finals, the Players
edged the Law School 46-45 led by
Preston Dennard and William "T"
Webb's 14 - point performance a
piece. The Law School was led by
Joe Cabaras and Bob Roseborough
with 12 points a piece.
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Mike Patterson
the Players hnui<
Bob Roseborough of the Law School.

LOBOpholo by Phyllis M. Kushnor

Softball Team
Drops_Two

$1 09 !
i~ ~

;~:'':· -~;,;;

255-1694

3011 Monte Vista NE •

includes six Lobos -- Jeremiah
Ongwae, Sammy Kipkurgat, Mark
Romero, Jay Quade, Charles
Dramiga and Fatwell Kimayo -who earned track All-American
honors this year in indoor competition.
· Arizona should provide good
competition for UNM as the
Wildcats earlier beat Arizona ~tate;
the defending national champions.
"Arizona beat ASU pretty bad,"
said UNM coach Bill Sil,verberg.
"We don't have the depth to

The fifth-ranked Northern Colorado softball team swung its way to a
double-header sweep over UNM, winning 11-0 and 6·3 Wednesday at Los
Altos park.
''The Colorado team is experienced and strong, and just went after us,"
UNM coach Susan Craig said.
Craig ,,aid the UNM learn wasn't aggressive during the first game but did
show more enthusiasm during the second game.
Craig complimented Lobo pitchers Arvi ta Higgins and Nancy Campbell
for pitching good games.
The Lobo sort ball team heads to the Las Cruces Invitational in Las
Cruce\ today.

'

.· Rodn~v D<:Jngerfielcl
fdmovs Comeclion

Unitetl Campus Ministry

•
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1'{::;1970 Millar Brewing Co .. Mllwaukao, Wis.
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10 YEAR GUARANTEE, UNCLAIMED lay-awoy.
Color tel~vi.~ion brand new guarante~. No down
payment. Small ~tonthly payments till balane~ is paid
03/24
orr. 266-587 r.

~
{i

NO DOWN PAYMENT, one only. Tappan
microwave touchmat\c, browrllng ~lement, memory,
268·4394.
OJ/24
RED KIRBY VACUUM cleaner, with auachmcnts.
New warranty. Commercial motor. $5 monthly. or
$69 oash. 266-5.871.
03/24
DIAL-0-MATIC ZIGZAG SEWING machine. Hali
bulh-in monogram, darns, fancy patterns without
attachments, $5 per month or $24 cash. 268-4393.
Ol/24
UNClAIMED LAY-AWAY, SANSUI r«:eiver, 4way speakers, ca.ssette recorder, turntable, New
factory warranties. Take over small monthly
payments. 268~4393,
03/24
197$ HONDA CB 360. Exccllenl condition, 1800
miles. N~w battery, $650/bcst offer, 262·0014. 03127

~

~ Classifieds
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Classified Advertising is
located in Marron Hall, Rm~ 105.
Open 8:30. a.m. to 4:;i0 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. .
Rates are: to run a,n ad 4 days or
less costs 15 cents a word per
day· an ad placed 5 days or
mo;e consecutively costs 9
cents a word per day.
NOON is the deadline to place
an ad in next day.

·:;:
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GE POTSCRUBBER OISHWASHE)l.--still under
warrantY··$185. 296·4259.
03/27
TUNE-UPS, $10. Set dwell, timing, plug gap, corb.
Bob 265·4054, 265-3225, ·
03/28

PERSONAL§

CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS,
Casey Optical Contpar.y, 255-8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, steri\izl.)tion, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
NONSMOKER'S CLUB! 897-0131.
03/24
GENERAt CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now available, SUB Box Orficc. $2.50.
03124
SPRING SPECIAL! 10-SPEED tune--up: $9.50 plus
parts. Personal service, expert repairs, low prices ~Ius
weekly specials, Richmond Bicycle Supply, 102 R1ch·
mond NE, 266-1611, Kevin.
03/24
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY in South America.
UNM's Andean Center. Information 229 Ortega
Hall, 277-2636.
03/24
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychology
Professor Sam Roll of UNM on the dangers of
psychotherapy, Wednesday, March 29, 7:30 pm,
Biology Rm. 139.
03/28
SAVE THE SEALS--Let's stop the brutal slaughter
helpless babies. 883·3789.
03/29
PIANO AND RECORDER lessons by experienced
teacher. Call Linda, 247-8158.
·
03/27
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON71?'! Natural Sound
Records :md Tapes storewide sale Is now in its third
month··thc longest sale in the history or New Mexico.
All6.98 list LP's arc 3.99, all7.981ist LP's arc 4 •.89.
Higher list LP's and allltlpes, 1.00 off regular prJcc.
Natural Sound has a large stock or used recor~s and
tapes which me guaranteed against defects, pnccd at
1.99 up. Bring down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for ~ash or new muslc. Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across from
Hippo Icc Cream), and 8019-A Mcnau1 NE.
04/14
GUITAR LESSONS: FOLK, classical, rock /jl. jazz.
03/27
Experienced teacher. Call Marc, 247-8158.
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy Hour...
ever)' Friday from 5:30 to 7:30.
03124

TUTORING AVAILABLE TO minority and male
students in pre-nursing course requirements. Call
2501.
OJ/28

4.

2.

EXCELLENT
MONEY-MAKING
OPPORTUNITY. Make good money pan-time-campus representative needed for fun and easy to sell
product~-proven campus winner. Send your name.
address, phone, school, year of graduation and selfaddressed stamped envelope to: Fantasy Productions
Inc., 23 Stone Ave., Ashland, Ma. 01721.
03/27
INSTRUCTORS FOR TliE rollowing: Ans &
Crafts, ballet, tap & exercise, yoga, pottery, guitar
and sign-language. $3.00/hr. YWCA 247-8841. 03/27

BLOCKS TO UNM, 3-bdrm house, fenced yard,
kids pcu, $145. 262·175 I, Yally Rentals, $30 fee.
OJ/27
'
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, finally furnished, 1-bdrm,
l:ugc fenced yard, $85. 262·1751, Valle!!' Rentals, S30
fcc.
OJ/27
3-BDRM, 2-BATH, DEN-FP. San Mateo/Indian
School, $300. 881-5264 ar1er 5.
03/24
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, wall-to-wall carpel, close to
UNM, nice neighborhood, S30S. 268-1637.
03/JO
14 X 70, 3-BDRM MH. WID, AIC, dishwasher,
carpeted, No pets. 2-baths. S225/month, $100
OJ/27
dcposil. 345-2009, 898·9193.
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleaning? Need a place to live for spring term? Come
to the College Inn. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
03/24

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
55
LOST: NEAR PHYSICAL Plan I, blue bounded lab
notebook. Please call Rick, 277-4681.
03/29
FOUND: NOTEBOOK W /NAME Henry Salazar.
Identify and claim. See Terry Halpin, Rm. 216
Journalism Bldg.
03/29

3.

FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT FOR woman a1
Dataco copy-shop. Stan $2.65/hr. Apply in person.
Do not call. Dataco, Lomas& University Ave. 03/24
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students onl)'.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21yrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way'
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
03/31
SUMMER JOBS. CORONADO Club Snack Bar.
Must bell. Apply Coronado Club KAFD. 265-6791.
03124

HOUSING

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
$143.00mo., 1710 Coal Pl. SE. Ca11898-1254, 03/31
WANTED; TO RENT-I front room in C·l or C-2
house or shop close to University on Saturday~ cmly
for antique clothing shop. Contact: 266-S48S. OY24
1-BDRM (UNIQUE), NEAR UNM, fireplace, no
pets, utilities paid, semi-furnished, $185.00, 2620014.
03/27
WALK TO CLASS, 1-bdrm house, all utilities paid,
$70 kids, pets. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc.
Ol/27
'

LOST&FOUND

5.

FORSALE

PEUGOT BICYCLE.S SALES, service, accessories,
JJ Moped, J222 Central SE, 268-3949.
OJ/l I

~
~ Want Ads say it
~ in a Big Way!!

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
1rn
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/JI
QA TYPING SERVICE._ A complete typing .and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal. medJcal,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04129
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM sclect_ric) and
now J·minutc Pa~port Photos. No appomtment.
268-8515.
lfn
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
26l·l164.
03/27
TYPING ISTQUAI.ITY.88l·7787,
Lfn

P.ART-TIME CASHIER and counter help, Start
minimum wage $2.65. Weekends andlor evenings.
Will train, Frontier Restaurant. Call Pctc,266-0S.SO.
03/24

Join th~

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

•

,

available. C'ai!Tin1, 268-6510.
04128
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Sek<Jric.
(iuarantccd C\Cctiracy. Reasonable rales. 298-7147.
'
•
03124

l
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Breakfast Lunch & Boogie

The New Kid In Town

You can learn Spanish
· or French or ... Call:

INSTITUTE
304C San Pablo SE
266-1600

Ty's
4418 Central SE

"

e
•
e
•

Breakfast 1am On
Fine Lunches
Daily Specials
Selected Wine List

"~==Bo=o;;g=ie==T=o=:===T=r=a=v=e=l=le=r=·==='=:::=,..~
,.

•

·ALBUQUERQUE
LANGUAGE

OREATTYPING! 266-3953.
OJ/ll
ROTOTIL.LINO BY APPOINTMENT. GroUp rales

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN
~tudim and

SPACE

FOR

RENT:

Walk-up

SIN\.FR F\JTlJRA TOP nf thf l.inr. Slightly H"ed
but still under warrant)'. Push button bobbin-\vinder.
bllndhems, Has computerized buttonholing and docs
hundreds or fancy slilches. Regularly $800,00, now
$150,00 cash. Ca11296·5115.
03127
SOLAR POWER, G.E.D. products for. home or
business. Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255-3367
TODAY.
04/04
COUPLE WHO PURCHASED Papa San chair
03/24·
contact Ted at 292-0523 after six.
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR: RETAILER'S Malls for
rent: $\00.00 month, $7.00 day. Open MondaySat1,Jrd:<y. Rosenwald Building. Fomth and Central.
298-6046.
Ol/30

St:L7 7'!'

1

offices: inexpensive, interesting, safe,

unique. Rosenwald Building. Fourth and Central.

24~-6166,"298-6046. .
03/30
CHEAP WATER BEDS! WATER 1rips $99.00 buys
yo11 1) dark \Ya\nut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
fo~m comfort [Jad, 4) any size mattress with 5-year
gtHiramee; $99.00. 3407 Central NE, 255-2289, 04/04

Di
HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

COPIES
.Overnight·
· 3 1/2cea
4c8ameday
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-851~

6. 'EMPLOYM_ENT

ROOMY 1-BDRM FURNISHED apt., utilities paid,
$185.00 mo., 116 HarvardSE. Call898-1254.
03/31
ONE BLOCK UNM. Furnished adobe duplex, 2 or 3
bedroom w/fireplace, w/parking. $200.00. 293·5602.
03/24

or

WANTED--PERSON TO DRIVE ear fro1n
Washington D.C. toAibuquJ;rque. Celeste, 843-9750,
03/24

1969 VW BUG, Rebuilt engine, sunroof, dependable.
344,8384.
03/28
• HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140. Bag, applied
leading edges, lnvcrled siruls, excellent conditiOn.
. $500. 836-0134 after S:JQ. or weekends.
03124
YAMAHA XS 6SOIB 7,000 mi., blue, excellent
condition, Lc~tving town, mu~t sell $1,\50 or B.O ..
242-1119,
OJ/29
SPEAKERS- CLEAROUT--New, demos, used, tail,
sl1ort small, large, loud, soft·· ESS, Jennings, Altec,
Pion~er, JVL, Advent, etc. Bargains! Hi-Fi House.
3011 Monte Vista NE, (nearUNM). .
03/24
15 DATSUN PICKUP, CANOPY, longbcd, air,
$3,000.00. New GE portable dishwasher, used 2
months, $250.00. Man's and lady's 10 speeds, $65.00
ench Or best offer. 898-6567 after 6.
03/24
AUTO PLAYERS CLEAROUT -- casselle-8·track,
AM-FM, power booSters, speakers -- Craig, Sony,
Pioneer, etc. IS-20 per cent off. Hi-Fi House, 3011
Monte Vista NE, (near UNM).
63/24
1975 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 250 SPRINT, one
owner. $400/best offer. Call294-1671, Ernie. 03/30

NEED HELP WITH Papers'? Typing, editing,
revision, research. 281-3001,
03/24
DRESSMAKING. MEN'S CLOTHES, Ahcrations.
262-0868.
03/28
03/28
TYPING 243-5117.

TRAVEL

INTERNATIONAL
CHARTBR
FLIGiiTS
available! Eur\lilpasses, travel information at lTC,
255-6830 9am~6pm.
03124

MICHELlN TIRES, all under $5, Expt!rt bicycle
repairs, In shop use of tools and instruction available.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117.
265-5170.
03/28

..
1.

7.

.
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PEUGEOT

• • • • • • • •

ENGINEERS
Avery construction Company ls looking
for a hard working, industrious person
who wants to get involved with a growing,
progressive construction company.
We are looking for a person who wants
to develop a ·future in Heavy & Highway'
Construction areas of field supervision,
field IB.yout, bidding, estimating, con-struction and other related fields in the
.. construction Industry In New Mexico and
Colorado.

For further Information,
contact or write:
Bus Avery
P.O. Box GG
Buona Vista, Co. 81211
or call:
(303) 395-2443

'·
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ASUNM
Ott• 1al Arrested
In Thwarted
Kidnapping Plot

0

Miller, a partner in the jewelry
firm of Tiffany and Sons, was
told of the plot Thu"l'sday after
an
undercover
Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms agent
won the confidence of the group
and joined the suspects.
The Miller family was
"evacuated
for
safekeeping"from their house,
Prestwood said.
Prestwood said the group, led
by Baldwin, hoped to share in a
planned ransom of $500,000 to
$750,000.
Bowen was the first to be
arrested when he was tackled
. from the motorcyle he was
driving to the Miller home with a
piece of poisoned steak for the
dog, sheriff's deput.i~s said.
Prestwood said Morse and
Kamberg was arrested as they
rode to the scene in a car with
the undercover agent.
Baldwin was arrested at his
home,
Police said the plot was three
weeks in the making.

·~"!.\"'

attempted kidnapping and
extortion, had planned· to
chloroform Miller's wife and
two children, kill the family dog
with a poisoned steak and take
Miller to an abandoned building

near Estancia.
"At that time, they were to
strap a bomb on ·him, bring him
back into Albuquerque and go
into two safety deposit boxes at
the bank,'' Prestwood said.

New Mexico

Detectives and federal agents
confiscated about a case of
dynamite, four machine guns,
an assortment of handguns, two
bombs and silencers during the
opreation.
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Monday, March 27, 1978

Henry Rabin of Skokie,
Illinois, was arrested and fined
$5,000 in July 1975 for failing to
pay 468 parking tickets in twoand-one-half years. There are
probably a few UNM students
not far behind his record.

;

3222 Central SE 268-3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
B cle
s·V
a Scooters

·TDDAY'S CBDSSWDBD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
anew
49 Anthropoid
ThursdaY Puzzle Solved:
1 Judicial
50 Lately made
assertions 52 Branches
=...-ti'>l"i"1
6 "Too bad I" 53 Thing: Law
10 Animal's
54 Disperse
nail
57 Inlet
14 Oak fruit
59 Ocean
vessel
15 Religious
group
61 First place
16 ----hoop
holder
17 N. Amer.
64 Economize
mammal: 2
severely
words
67 Proportion
19 Seed coat- 68 Winter tool:
ing
2 words
20 All in one 70 Square
piece
footage
21 Creating 71 ·---a tete:
41 Comedian
discord
Private chat
-·-Murray
23 Supine
72 Serous
9
43
Slack
25 Societv
fluid effu- 10 ~hn'~
newcomer
slon
46 Glean
name: Abbr. 48
Penny
26 --· Moi_nes 73 Saucy
11 Ghastly
2 7--- ton.
74 Thick piece 1 2 Existing
Style
75 Put on again 1 3 Where Car- 51 Forearm
29 Earth's
parts
diff is
outer part
DOWN
54
Shred
18
Forward
31 Naught
1 Freshwater
55 Chicago air·
pass
33 Shelley's
fish
port
22
Wading
bird
2 Ending for
forte
56
Irrigate
24
Zoo
34 Aegean is- Amer. or
58 Nickel alloy
employee
land
Mex.
60Wearaway
27 Use a drill
36 Add zest to 3 N. or S.
62 Edible
28
God
of
war
40 Skating sur- America
flesh
30
Sweetheart
face
4 Retinue
63
--·-bene:
32
·--Vegas
42 Machine
5 Actress Urwell
control
sui a-----·- 35 Flower part 65 Note
Brief
com·
37
Not
yet
on
44 TV inter6 Mountian
munication
hand
ference
---:Tree
66 Tentative
38 Contend
45 Pierce
7 Show the
project
39
Female
4 7 Invigorate
way
69
Snare
animals
ACROSS

•

Affwo former ASUNM officials
j(;il.L-f;;m!N··lllo be arraigned today in
magistJ;ate court with two others
in connecrion with a kidnapping
plot Thursday, police said.
The UNM students, Robert
Bruce Baldwin, 29, 1405 Carlos
SW, and Christine Kamberg, 29,
917 Princeton SE, were arrested
Friday with Lyle Dean Bowen,
2J, and Dennis Wade Morse, 27,
addresses unknown.
Baldwin, a graduate student,
was previously chairperson of
the ASUNM Film Committee
and Kamberg was chairperson
of tht; Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs (ORCA)
from May 1977 to December
1977.
·The four suspects are being
held in lieu of $100,000 bond
each for the plot to kidnap
Richard Miller, a partner of an
Albuquerque jewelry company.
Sheriff's detective Cody
Prestwood said the four per·
sons, arrested on warrants for

I,;

PIRG Money Battle Continues

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO Staff Writer
While the first move to absorb
the $2 New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group fee into the
ASUNM general fund has been
defeated, it will not be safe to say
the 1978 PIRG-appropriation battle
is over until the ballots have been
certified in the April 12 ASUNM
election.
Under the agreement approved
by the Regents in 1975 the $2 fee
was an increase in ASUNM funds,
but it had to be earmarked for
PIRG until 1977. After 1977,

ASLNM was free to absorb the
money into its general fund and
make PIRG a budg-et line item
rather than a separate referendum.
A proposal to absorb the funds
came within two votes of passing at
ASUNM's Wednesday meeting.
The legislative proposal asked that
PIRG be put on the ballot as an
ASBNM line item for. a $15,000 to
$20,000 appropriation.
Questions have been raised over
who controls PIRG- whether it is
independent or controlled by
ASUNM.
At ASUNM's Wednesday

meeting, Betsy Remage Healy,
PIRG executive director, said,
, "The only way we can work is by
being independent of the (Senate)
shenanigans." However, in an
interview after the meeting, she
acknowledged that "we are subject
to the ASUNM constitution."
Other q\j.estions that have been
raised «re: whether surplus
ASUNM funds should revert back
to the senate general fund at the end
of the fiscal year; whether a
separate contract between ASUNM
and PJRG is legal; and whether all
ofPIRG'sbusinessactivitiesshould

go through UNM's business office.
The ASUNM constitution states
that all groups receiving ASUNM
funds are required to give back
what they have not spent at the end
of the fiscal year. Last fiscal year
PIRG was not required to do so.
The PIRG surplus was 10,991.17,
Both ASUNM and PIRG have
said they intend to allow this year's
contract to stand, meaning that all
surplus funds will remain with
PIRG this year. But the questions
are being raised with an eye on next
fiscal year, ASUNM Sen. Phil
•.Hernandezsaid.

ASUNM Scorecard for Funding
Organization
Agora
ASAGallery
Black Student Union
ATM Business Club
Crafts Area
Child Care Co-op
Cultural Program
Duplicating Center
Fiesta Committee
Film Committee
General Governmental
Homecoming Committee
IFC-Panhellenic
International Center
In tram ural and Rec Board
Kiva Club
KUNM-FM
Lobby Committee
Dai1yLOBO
NCHO
ORCA
RHSA
Speakers Committee
Student Daytime Activities
Student Veterans
ASUNM-GSA Poetry
Disabled on Campus
Clinical Law
Returning Students
Student Nurses
AEM
Albq. Boycott
Citizens-Clean Air
Totals

1977-78
Allocation
6,068.20
1,580.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
21,500.00
20,000.00
2,246.60
0.00
6,876.00
31,854.93
0.00
0.00
14,511.20
2,500.00
6,192.00
58,000.00
1,235.00
40,000.00
3,688.40
3,162.00
3,500.00
15,006.00
4,349.00
0.00

1978-79
Request
7,659.60
1,850.00
8,093.00
3,001.00
5, 763.65
21 ,500.00
25,900.00
I ,078.48
0.00
7,000.00
37 '749 .48
0.00
2,500.00
18,131.00
0.00
10,755.80
58,000.00
2,056.56
40,000,00
4,907.00
0.00
3,500.00
15,610.00
7,000.00
6,500.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2,600.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oo
242,267.33

President's
Finance
Recommendation
6,599.60
6,000.00
1,575.00
0.00
3,876.00
3;800.00
2,148.00
2,400.00
4,000.00
3,898.92
19,500.00
21,500.00
20,500.00
16,500.00
933.64
737.64
6,500.00
5,000.00
6,524.14
5,152.00
37' 749.48
25,000.00
1,300.00
0.00
o.oo
1,500.00.
14,500.00
14,981.00
2,000.00
5,000.00
6,500.00
5,804.00
58,000.00
53,000.00
1,890.00
1,995.00
23,000.00
35,000.00
3,425.60
3,993.00
2,860.00
2,000.00
2,920.00
12,710.00
14,945.00
4,000.00
5,000.00
4,257.50
4,437.00

o.oo

2,100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
675.00
2,500.00
1,726.00
700.00
4,000.00
1,171.00
600.00

291,155.57 264,740.86

233,64:J.66

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
The final chapter of the
history of the 1978·79 ASUNM
budget will be written today
when the ASUNM Senate beilins
its budget hearings to decide the
allocation of more than a
quarter of a-million dollars.
Thirty-three
groups
requesting to be placed on next
year's budget will face the
senate's financial interrogation
beginning today at 3 p.m.
ASUNM
President
Tom
Williams and the Senate Finance
Committee have already made
their recommendations (see
chart) which will be considered
today.
The senate is working with a
figure of $282,492, next year's
expected revenues from the $14
activity fee assessed on every
full-t!me undergraduate student.
Although the chart shows that
several groups wer·e not on the
1977·78 budget, some of those
groups were allocated money
during the year.
Some groups requesting to be
place on next year's ballot were
recommended to be referred for
appropriations by both Williams
and the finance committee.
The finance committee
recommended
that
the
Homecoming Committee, the
Council
for
Exceptional
Chirldren, NORML, ASUNMGSA Poetry Series, Delta Sigma
Pi, ASA Gallery and the
Interfratenity Council be
referred for appropriations.
lc 'Int. on poge 6):
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The reason PIRG was not
required to return the funds was
that a separate contract signed by
the ASUNM president released the
group from doing so. Under the
new ASUNM constitution, such a
contract is illegal, Hernandez said.
Only with the approval of the
majority of the Senate is such and
agreement valid. The Senate did not
approve the last contract.
All ASUNM-financed groups
must keep their books at the
University Business Office under
the new constitution. While PIRG
(cont.onpoge5J

Senate
Petitions
Available
Petitions arc available today for
.ASUNM President, vice president
and senatorial candidates. The
petitions, which require 100
signatures of full time undergraduate students, must be
returned to the student government
office by 4 p.m. March 31.
Senatorial candidates are required
to get 7 5 signatures.
There will be a mandatory
candidates meeting in the SUB on
April 3. April 5 is the first day for
posting of campaign materials. The
election is scheduled for April 12.
Petitions may be picked up in the
Student Government office, room
242 of the SUB.

17 Groups
Ask GSA
For Funds
ByPHYLLi~KNOX

LOBO Staff WritPr
The GSA finance committee
Saturday heard funding proposals
from 17 groups.
The three biggest funding
proposals were from the Child Care
Co-op ($8,000) KUNM, ($7,000)
and the Clinical Law program
($5,600).
(corit. on page 3)

